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Hank Mardukas’ Top 10 Most 
Anticipated Movies of 2019 
2018 was a great year for movies in this humble writer’s opinion and 
2019 is shaping up to be quite the year for cinema as well. Let’s take a 
look at my top ten most anticipated movies coming out in 2019.  
 
10. Men in Black: International | June 14th | F. Gary Gray  
The latest edition to MIB expands the world to London and reunites the 
dynamic duo from Thor Ragnarok, Tessa Thompson and Chris Hemsworth.  
 
9. Under the Silver Lake | April 19th | David Robert Mitchell  
A movie that was originally supposed to be released in 2018, A24 has 
pushed Under the Silver Lake to 2019. What looks like a darker, actually 
good, version of Paper Towns, has been on my radar for some time now.  
 
8. Untitled Kingsman Prequel | November 8th | Matthew Vaughn  
Originally Matthew Vaughn was going to wait and do Kingsman 3, but an 
open release date has now inspired him to work on a 1918 set prequel.  
 
7. Joker | October 4th | Todd Phillips  
Todd Phillips has been posting some fantastic teaser images featuring 
Joaquin Phoenix that imply this may be a period piece/possible prequel.  
 
6. The Irishman | Release Date TBD | Martin Scorsese  
A passion project for Scorsese over decade in the making, The Irishman 
will reunite Joe Pesci and Robert Deniro and use de-aging technology.  
 
5. Avengers: Endgame | April 26th | Joe & Anthony Russo  
An ending a decade in the making. We will finally see how Phase One of 
the M.C.U. will end and how Antman will obviously save the universe.  
 
4. Glass | January 18th | M. Night Shyamalan  
The only superhero universe conclusion I’m looking forward to more than 
Marvel’s is M. Night Shyamalan’s original one started with Unbreakable.  
 
3. Us | March 15th | Jordan Peele  
Fresh off his Oscar win for writing his game changing debut, Get Out, 
Jordan Peele’s follow up flick is said to be an “unofficial sequel”. The 
first trailer eerily featuring Luniz’s “I Got 5 on It” has me sold.  
 
2. Knives Out | November 27th | Rian Johnson  
Rian  Johnson  returns  to  original  material  with  a  “whodunit”  murder 
mystery sporting a great cast including Lakeith Stanfield, Ana De Armas, 
Michael Shannon, Chris Evans and Daniel Craig as “an American Poirot”.

1. Once Upon a Time in Hollywood | August 9th | Quentin Tarantino  
When a few years ago I heard that Quentin Tarantino was doing a Manson 
Family murders movie, I knew it was a match-made in Heaven for Tarantino 
who was raised in 1970’s L.A in the wake of those same murders. My bold 
prediction  is  that  Tarantino  will  have  Sharon  Tate  (Margot  Robbie) 
survive as a “final girl” and rewrite history Inglorious Basterds style.
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This Week on TV 

Into The Dark: New Year, New You 
(2018)  
 
This is the fourth time I’ve now 
reviewed  Hulu’s  horror  anthology 
series Into The Dark. The New Year 
centric,  New  Year,  New  You  is  a 
scathing commentary of social media 
influencers. I have to say, while I 
honestly  didn’t  expect  much,  not 
being much of a social media user, 
this Into the Dark is perhaps the 
best  yet,  and  the  darkly  topical 
subject  matter  is  extraordinarily 
relevant  in  today’s  self-obsessed 
society.  With  a  diverse  cast  of 
young  talented  women,  Blumhouse’s 
New Year, New You is a great watch.

Also This Week on TV 

Bandersnatch (Netflix)  
 
Netflix has everyone buzzing about 
a new “choose your own adventure” 
style  movie  called  Bandersnatch. 
While  the  interactive  concept  is 
somewhat  intriguing,  albeit  also 
fleeting  and  gimmicky,  the  real 
reason  why  Bandersnatch  fails  is 
because the story, and all of its 
endings,  are  just  not  very  good. 
And the “choosing” gimmick doesn’t 
really  offer  many  choices  at  all 
aside  from  which  cereal  you  want 
and if you want to kill your dad. 
In  watching  Bandersnatch,  all  I 
could think is how well this format 
would work in a  slasher movie. But 
instead  of  choosing  to  kill  like 
Bandersnatch, you are the victim, 
choosing how to survive the movie.

Director Spotlight: 
Jonathan Demme  

Birth: 2/22/1944,  
Long Island, NY  
Death: 4/26/2017  
Notable Works: Caged Heat, 
Philadelphia, The Silence of the 
Lambs, Rachel Getting Married,   
The Manchurian Candidate  
Fun Fact: Uncle of fellow motion 
picture director, Ted Demme (Blow)  
 
R.I.P. Jonathan Demme (1944-2017)
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